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Rollei eGimbal G4 Plus
3 axes universal gimbal for all actioncams
with a height of 33 up to 51 mm and with
320°
LCD BacPac*
For smooth videos that are filmed by hand with
your actioncam (without underwater case)
Perfect combination of precision engineering and electronics
Has a super smooth, brushless motor technology with a
robust aluminum structure. Therefore a smooth camera
movement can be guaranteed.
Firmware updates that are done on a regular basis ensure
development of performance and functionality.
Very thin design for a good handling while filming
As the Rollei eGimbal G4 Plus only weighs 265 grams it can
be easily held for a long time in hand.
The length of the handle (118 mm) is ergonomically ideal
to use the gimbal with only one hand.

24
Months Warranty
and Replacement

Top Details
Stabilized handheld shooting and smooth camera movement
even during full action
24
Noise- and brushless motors
Months Warranty
and Replacement
Infinitely variable controllable vertical 320° tilt
Top freedom of movement in all 3 axes (pitch, roll, heading)
For shooting on the head, just above the ground, or even for
stabilized selfies!
Technical Specifications
Min.
Standard
Max.
Operating Voltage
6.0 V
8.6 V
17.0 V
Pitch Angle
–160° (down)
0°
+160° (up)
Roll Angle
–50°
0°
+50°
Vertical Heading Angle
–160° (left)		
+160°
Horizontal Heading Angle
–50°		+50°
Vertical Change of Position
2°/sec.		75°/sec.
Horizontal Change of Position 3°/sec.		150°/sec.
Static Mode
0.01
0.02
0.05
Motion Mode
0.1
0.2
0.5
Overload Protection
800 mA
Dimensions		
33.9 x 7.5 x 6.5 cm
Weight		
265 g		

Remarks
Gimbal horizontal
Gimbal vertical
Gimbal horizontal

Gimbal fixed
Motor overload < 2G

net

Subject to technical changes.
*GoPro camera not included in the packaging. „BacPac“ is a registered trademark of GoPro Inc. All brand names, trademarks and registered trademarks are the property
of their rightful owners and are used only for description or identification of the devices.
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